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17 Abstract
18 Temporal genomic studies that utilise museum insects are invaluable for understanding changes in 

19 ecological processes in which insects are essential, such as wild and agricultural pollination, seed dispersal, 

20 nutrient cycling, and food web architecture, to name a few. However, given such analyses come at the cost 

21 of physical damage to museum specimens required for such work, there is a natural interest in the 

22 development and/or application of methods to minimise the damage incurred. We explored the efficacy of a 

23 recently published single stranded library construction protocol, on DNA extracted from single legs taken 

24 from eight dry-preserved historic bee specimens collected 150 years ago. Specifically, the DNA was 

25 extracted using a ‘minimally destructive’ method that leaves the samples’ exterior intact. Our sequencing 

26 data revealed not only that the endogenous DNA recovered from some of the samples was at a relatively 

27 high level (up to 58%), but that the complexity of the libraries was sufficient in the best samples to 

28 theoretically allow deeper sequencing to a predicted level of 69x genome coverage.  As such, these 

29 combined protocols offer the possibility to generate sequencing data at levels that are suitable for many 

30 common evolutionary genomic analyses, while simultaneously minimising the damage conferred to the 

31 valuable dried museum bee samples. Furthermore, we anticipate that these methods may have much wider 

32 application on many other invertebrate taxa stored in a similar way. We hope that the results from this A
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33 research may be able to contribute to the increased willingness of museums to loan much needed dry-

34 preserved insects for future genomic studies. 

35
36 Keywords: entomology, Hymenoptera, aDNA, genomics

37

38 Introduction
39 The decline in insect diversity has serious consequences for the natural world and human life. Monitoring 

40 this decline can be useful in the consideration of the use of insects in agricultural ecosystems, the global 

41 impact of climate change, direct and indirect effects on human health, and ultimately data can be used to 

42 inform policy in order to protect the species which need it (Cardoso et al., 2020; Halsch et al., 2021; 

43 Samways, 2018; Scudder, 2017). Quantifying current and past diversity, population trends and 

44 relationships, ecosystem processes and changes, and reasons for species’ decline (notably with insect 

45 pollinators) are particularly important (Frankie & Thorpe, 2009; Ollerton, 2017; Scheper et al., 2014; Hung 

46 et al., 2018; Zattara & Aizen, 2021), and therefore access to museum collections to obtain DNA from time 

47 series of specimens is integral for monitoring and studying these temporal changes. In general, many of the 

48 challenges related to obtaining usable yields of DNA from museum preserved samples have been reduced 

49 in recent years, thanks not least to improvements to ancient DNA (aDNA) extraction and genomic library 

50 preparation methods, as discussed in Hagelberg, Hofreiter, and Keyser (2015). However, extracting aDNA 

51 always comes at a destructive cost, and while any destruction to museum specimens is unfavourable, due to 

52 their small size, the effect on insects is even more appreciable than to larger specimens. 

53

54 Although the extraction of DNA without any sample destruction is not possible, several minimally 

55 destructive methods have been developed for arthropods that aim to preserve at least the external integrity 

56 of the specimen (e.g., Gilbert, Moore, Melchior, & Worobey, 2007; Hofreiter, 2012; Phillips & Simon, 

57 1995; Santos, Ribeiro, Gabral, & Sperança, 2018; Thomsen et al., 2009). Of additional relevance are recent 

58 improvements in DNA extraction methods tailored to optimise the retention of the short and typically 

59 damaged DNA fragments characteristic of historic and ancient samples, the ratio of endogenous to 

60 exogenous (contaminant) DNA, and the efficiency of the conversion of such DNA into shotgun sequencing 

61 libraries (Carøe et al., 2017; Gansauge et al., 2017; Kapp et al., 2021). In this study we therefore aimed to 

62 explore whether a combination of several such methods, and in particular the recently published single 

63 strand DNA targeting shotgun library building method of Kapp et al. (2021) that the original authors 

64 termed the “Santa Cruz Reaction” (SCR), would be suitable for allowing whole genome resequencing of 

65 DNA extracted using a minimally destructive approach on the single legs of historic dry-pinned bee 

66 specimens, some of which date over 150 years old. We chose the SCR method for this test as the published A
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67 results showed comparable performance to the ssDNA2.0 method (Gausage et al., 2017) that is popular 

68 with many sequencing DNA from degraded samples, but with reduced lab time, cost of materials, and, 

69 crucially, fewer reaction steps. 

70

71 Methods and Materials
72 We tested the efficacy of the SCR protocol in building single stranded libraries on historic insect DNA 

73 using single legs from eight specimens of Eastern honey bees (Apis cerana, order Hymenoptera), that were 

74 collected between 1865-1915 (Table 1) and subsequently stored as pinned specimens at Muséum National 

75 d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France. A single leg was removed from each specimen using sterile plastic 

76 forceps, and all efforts were made to keep the removed leg fully intact. DNA was then extracted using a 

77 ‘minimally destructive’ method (i.e., without destroying the external structure). Both the DNA extraction 

78 and subsequent library builds were carried out in a dedicated PCR-free clean lab designed for aDNA work. 

79 Two DNA extractions (herein referred to as ‘first’ and ‘second’ extraction) were performed on each leg, in 

80 order to assess whether performing a re-extraction on each leg conferred any benefits. We followed the 

81 Campos & Gilbert (2012) method for DNA extraction from chitin, which itself is very similar to a method 

82 that was documented as successfully able to extract DNA from non-macerated whole insect samples, 

83 without incurring noticeable external morphological damage (Gilbert et al., 2007). We initially removed 

84 external contaminants from each sample using a 5% bleach wash, followed by a 100% ethanol wash, and 

85 finally two molecular grade water washes. A volume of 300uL of the described digestion buffer was then 

86 added to each sample and samples were incubated at 56°C and 350RPM overnight (minimum 20 hours). 

87 Samples were then purified at a 1:10 ratio with modified binding buffer using 5ug Monarch DNA clean-up 

88 columns (New England Biolabs). Extracts were eluted in 42μL of Elution Buffer (Qiagen) with 0.05% 

89 TWEEN20 (Sigma-Aldrich) repeating the elution step twice with 21μL EBT each round to increase DNA 

90 yield. Extracts were stored in DNA LoBind Eppendorf tubes, and both the DNA extract (remaining ~20uL) 

91 and leg post (re)extraction were stored at -20ºC. DNA extracts were quantified using the 5200 Fragment 

92 Analyzer system (Agilent). A total of 16 single-stranded genomic libraries were built from the two extract 

93 conditions (8 built with the first and 8 built with the second extractions), using 20μL of DNA from each 

94 extract. The adapters and single-stranded binding proteins (SSB) were prepared and diluted following the 

95 recommendation for concentration defined by the DNA input tier system described in the SCR protocol 

96 that was first published by Kapp et al. (2021). Libraries were purified with the MinElute reaction clean-up 

97 kit (Qiagen), and were eluted in 30μL EBT. A volume of 5μL of DNA library template was used for 

98 indexing PCR amplification following a PFU Turbo CX protocol at 14 cycles for each sample 

99 (Supplementary 1). Amplified libraries were purified with HiPrep MagBio beads (Magbio Genomics) at a A
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100 1.2X ratio. All 16 genomic libraries were sequenced at the GeoGenetics Sequencing Core, Denmark, on a 

101 single Illumina HiSeq4000 80SE lane.  

102

103 Sequencing reads were cleaned, filtered, and mapped to the Eastern honey bee genome (Jiangxi 

104 Agricultural University, 2020) using PALEOMIX v1.2.13.4 (Schubert et al., 2014). Raw reads were 

105 cleaned to remove adapters, and these reads were then filtered to remove any shorter than 25bp 

106 (AdapterRemoval v2.2.2, Schubert et al., 2016). Applying a minimum mapping quality of 30, filtered reads 

107 were mapped to the reference genome using BWA backtrack which produces BAM files with the final 

108 aligned sequences (Li & Durbin, 2009). Picard MarkDuplicates ‘tags’ and removes duplicates from the 

109 BAM file (Picard Toolkit, 2019), and further creates a duplicate histogram from the tagged duplicates 

110 which was subsequently fed into preseq/v2.0 (Daley & Smith, 2013) to estimate molecular complexity of 

111 each library (preseq lc_extrap -hist). The output from preseq was converted to potential coverage for each 

112 library (calculated as (expected distinct reads*average read length/genome size)*endogenous fraction). 

113 Results were visualised using the R package ggplot (R Core Team, 2020). 

114

115 Results 

116

117 The DNA concentrations of the original extracts range from <0.050 - 0.4518 ng/μL, while that of the re-

118 extractions range from <0.05 - 0.3433 ng/μL (Table 1). All 16 extractions were sequenced successfully, 

119 yielding a total of ~192 million reads before subsequent filtering. Summary statistics for all 16 samples 

120 produced as output from PALEOMIX are presented in Table 1. All samples except bee05 yielded relatively 

121 good levels of endogenous DNA in light of their age, spanning 36-58% from the original extracts, and 29-

122 55% in the second extracts (in contrast bee05 yielded 3.6% and 2.7% respectively) (Figure 1). The 

123 sequencing data from the libraries built on the first DNA extracts consistently yielded a higher endogenous 

124 fraction than those of the second (t(7) = 4.353, p=<0.004). We next used preseq/V2.0 (Daley & Smith, 

125 2013) in order to visualise the complexity of the DNA libraries. Specifically, this was done in order to 

126 obtain an estimate of the theoretical maximum genome coverage that could be recovered from each DNA 

127 extract before exhausting the unique DNA template content. If one excludes the one poor quality bee 

128 sample, we found that the capacity for sequencing unique reads from each library was seen to plateau at 

129 around 2,500 million reads, which would be theoretically sufficient to enable sequencing of the libraries to 

130 between 17-32X coverage when based on the first extracts, and 12-28X when using the re-extractions 

131 (Figure 2). We also found that the effect of the DNA extract condition (either the original extraction or re-

132 extraction) on library potential to be significant (t(7) = 3.338, p=0.012), however, the preseq results show 

133 that no second-extract library achieved less than 75% predicted future coverage of the first extract (75-A
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134 96%). Note that because the libraries were constructed using less than half of the total DNA volume 

135 produced from each extraction, assuming the endogenous DNA content is homogenous within each extract, 

136 the actual theoretical depth that could be reached for each extract is two times of that estimated by preseq. 

137

138 Discussion
139 We used the recently published SCR shotgun DNA library construction method to build single stranded 

140 libraries on two DNA extracts taken from each of eight historic Eastern honey bees. We assessed the extent 

141 to which the SCR protocol could harness the potential of a single bee leg, thereby reducing further and 

142 unnecessary damage to museum specimens. Although we believe our results are very promising, naturally 

143 we highlight that our results should be viewed in light of several caveats. Firstly of course we study only 

144 one insect taxa, although we are unaware of any evidence to suggest that the key results, i.e., the very high 

145 library complexity achieved, would be any different for other dry preserved insects or even invertebrates. 

146 Secondly, we acknowledge that we only assessed the potential of this one method and cannot completely 

147 rule out, based our data alone, that other library build methods would work similarly well. However, in this 

148 regard, we refer readers to the original publication describing the method (Kapp et al., 2021), in which the 

149 authors compared the performance of the method against two common and well-regarded library building 

150 methods for aDNA: BEST (Carøe et al., 2017) and ssDNA2.0 (Gansauge et al., 2017). Specifically, in that 

151 study the authors reported significant improvements were gained with regards to the library complexity 

152 generated when using the SCR method, hence our original rationale for exploring its potential. At this point 

153 we have no reason to believe that the results would be any different had we added other methods to our 

154 experiment. Linked to this we also highlight that in the original publication, the authors explored whether 

155 use of the SCR method also leads to any major differences in the damage profiles of the DNA sequences 

156 recovered, and report that on average SCR libraries produce slightly shorter average read lengths, with 

157 slightly elevated terminal position miscoding lesions. This is likely due to the method’s efficiency of 

158 incorporating damaged molecules into libraries, thus underscoring why the complexity is so high. While on 

159 the one hand this may lead readers to be concerned that such damage might lead to increases in the error 

160 associated with their data, we highlight that this can be avoided through either rescaling of sequence error 

161 using tools such as mapdamage 2.0 (Jónsson et al, 2013), and/or simply sequencing to a greater depth, as 

162 allowed using SCR. Thirdly, we also acknowledge that the sample size analysed here is small. However, in 

163 this regard we are able to report the encouraging finding that preliminary analysis of a larger dataset of 

164 similar age bee leg samples is providing consistent findings (Liu, Cavill, et al, unpublished data). Thus, we 

165 believe that the SCR method can give impressive results, given the complexity of the endogenous DNA 

166 sequenced from 7 of the 8 samples. Furthermore, we were struck by the fact that the library complexity 

167 would in theory allow for much deeper sequencing of the libraries, without creating excessive duplicates A
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168 during PCR amplification. A further observation of note, is how the method enabled libraries to be 

169 successfully built on samples that yielded DNA of not only very short fragment sizes, but at very low 

170 concentrations, thus highlighting the potential of this approach for other degraded DNA, as is often 

171 characteristic of museum loans. 

172

173 It is a well-documented fact that, as genome sequencing coverage increases, genotyping error rates 

174 decrease (Fountain et al., 2016). Therefore, the fact that preseq estimates we would be able to reach up to 

175 ~69X genome coverage through deeper sequencing of the combined libraries built from the DNA for each 

176 bee leg (and double that on the total DNA extracted) is very promising. For example, with higher 

177 coverages, studies would be able to perform robust genomic analyses, that include not only the standard 

178 suite of population and phylogenomic analyses often applied to temporal series of genomic data, but also 

179 even analyses for loci under selection, quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping, and genome-wide 

180 association studies (GWAS) (Byrska-Bishop et al., preprint; Höglund et al., 2019; Song, Li, and Zhang, 

181 2016). While we recognise that sequencing to this particularly high depth of coverage for large scale 

182 projects is still not universally practicable, a simulation study by Parks & Lambert (2015) showed that even 

183 a ‘modest’ increase in coverage can improve variant discovery in historic samples (e.g., 16x). As an 

184 example of what achieving this coverage would cost, at the time of this publication it is possible to obtain 

185 commercial quotes for sequencing for ~10USD per 3 million reads. Based on the average per-sample 

186 coverage of the data generated here from 192 million reads (raw reads, thus prior to any bioinformatic 

187 filtering and mapping), for us to achieve a ~16X coverage for the seven samples for which we have enough 

188 remaining material available to do so, the total sequencing cost would be ~6,430USD. Thanks to the ever-

189 decreasing costs of high-throughput sequencing, such data are becoming increasingly attainable for non-

190 model species. Moreover, for poorer quality samples, such as bee05 which has comparatively low 

191 endogenous content, even achieving 2X coverage from deep sequencing of one library is useful for more 

192 basic population genomic analyses, considering advancements in bioinformatic tools to handle low 

193 coverage sequencing data (Korneliussen et al., 2014).

194

195 We found a significant difference between the potential maximum sequencing coverage from the libraries 

196 built on the first DNA extract compared to the second. This discernible difference is likely owing to the 

197 reduced endogenous DNA recovery coupled with slightly higher clonality fraction. However, as the re-

198 extraction libraries also offer moderately comparable sequencing potential, this makes a strong case for a 

199 smaller amount of tissue being needed from museum loans. There is also the possibility of replacing the 

200 legs with entomology glue to further preserve the integrity of the specimen.

201 A
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202 In summary, we hope that these results will help both minimise the damage incurred to valuable dried 

203 pinned entomological specimens in future studies, but also highlight their notable potential for future 

204 studies into temporal change.
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Figure and table legends:

Figure 1. Endogenous content comparison between the first and second extractions per sample: Bar chart 

where x-axis show samples, layered bars represent the first (original) extract, presented in black, vs the 

second (re-extraction) extract, presented in yellow, y-axis shoes percentage of endogenous content of 

mapped, filtered reads.

Figure 2. Comparative preseq results for each bee sample: First (original) extract is presented in black, and 

second (re-extraction) extract is presented in yellow. Predicted maximum library coverage is calculated as 

(expected distinct reads*average read length/genome size)*endogenous fraction).

Table 1. A table showing sample details, DNA concentration, and sequencing summary statistics for the 

SCR libraries built on both the 1st and 2nd DNA extractions from eight bee samples: DNA concentration: 

any samples with ‘<0.05’ indicate the concentration was too low for the FA to detect a peak and thus could 

not determine concentration. Summary statistics: total number of single-end reads (unfiltered), total number 

of reads mapped to the Apis cerana reference genome (including duplicates), average read length (filtered 

mapped reads), clonality (percentage of duplicates from PCR/sequencing), endogenous content (unique A
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mapped hits as a proportion of total reads, excluding duplicates), average genome-wide coverage (mapped 

reads, excluding duplicates).
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